È·‰Â†‰¯ÈÓÒ††È„Ó†˜ÂÁ¯†‡Â‰˘†ÌÂ˜Ó†ÔÈ‡
¯˙‡‰†¨˙„‰†Ï˘†Ï‚¯Ï–‰ÈÈÏÚ†È¯˙‡·†˙ÓÏˆÓ
ÆÈ˘† ¯˙‡Î† ÌÏÂˆÓ† ÈËÈÏÂÙ‰–È¯·‚‰–È˙„‰
–È¯·‚† ·Á¯Ó† Ï˘† ÒÂÎÈ† ‰Ê† ÔÈ‡† Ï·‡
˙¯ÂÒÓ·† ˙È˘† ÔÈÚ† È„È–ÏÚ† È˙„–ÈËÈÏÂÙ
ÌÈ˘‰† ˙ÒÈÎ† ÈÙÏ† ÆÈËÒÈÈÓÙ‰† ÌÂÏÈˆ‰
˙‡† ÂÙÈÂ† ¯·˜‰Ó† Â‡ˆÈ† ÌÈ¯·‚‰† ¨ÏÏÙ˙‰Ï
‰˜ÂÏÁ†‰È‡†ÂÊ†Æ˙È˘†˙ÂÁÎÂÏ†ÂÏÂÎ†ÌÂ˜Ó‰
‡Ï‡† ¨¢ÌÈ˘† ˙¯ÊÚ¢ÏÂ† ¢ÌÈ¯·‚† ˙¯ÊÚ¢Ï
ÌÈÈÁ†¨ÏÈ·˜Ó·†ÌÈÈÁ†Ï˘†˙Â·Î¯ÂÓ†ÏÚ†‰Ú·ˆ‰
ÆÂÏÂÎ†È˘Â†ÂÏÂÎ†È¯·‚†ÔÓÊ·†Â·†‡Â‰˘†·Á¯Ó·
ÆÏÂÙÎ†ÌÂ˜Ó†‰ÓˆÚÏ†˙ÓÒÓ†È·‰Â†‰¯ÈÓÒ
ÔÈ·˘†‰„Â˜‰†‡È‰†‰˙ÓÏˆÓ†Ï˘†Ë·Ó‰†˙„Â˜
‰ÓÓ†˙‡ˆÂÈ˘†Ë·Ó†˙„Â˜†ÆıÂÁ‰†ÔÈ·Ï†ÌÈÙ‰
ÌÈ˘‰†ÔÈ·†˙ËËÂ˘Ó†‡È‰†Æ‰˙Â‡†‰ÏÈÎÓ†Ì‚†Í‡
˙ÂÂÎÓ†‡È‰˘†‰ÓÏˆÓ‰†˙Â¯ÓÏÂ†¨‰Ï†˙Â¯ÎÂÓ‰
˜ÏÁ† ¨ÌÂ˜Ó‰Ó† ˜ÏÁ† ¨‰ÙÂ˜˘† ‡È‰† Ô‰ÈÏ‡

¨‰Ï†˙Â¯ÎÂÓ†Ô˙È·¯Ó†ÆÌÈ˘†˙ÓÏˆÓ†È·‰Â†‰¯ÈÓ
Ï‡†˙ÈÏ„¢†·Â˘ÈÈ‰†˙Â˘Â†‰˙ÁÙ˘Ó†˙Â·†Ô‰
¨ÌÂÈ†È„Ó†˙ÓÏˆÓ†‡È‰†Æ‰¯‚†‡È‰†Â·˘†¢ÏÓ¯Î
‰˜ÈÂ¯Î†‡Ï†ÆÈ˘†ÌÂÈ˜†Ï˘†‰˜ÈÂ¯Î†‰˘ÚÓÎ
˙Â˘ÓÓ† Ï˘† ‡Ï‡† ¨ÌÈËÏ˘† ÌÈÈÏÂ˘† Ï˘
‰˜ÈÁ¯ÓÂ†‰Ï†·Â¯˜‰†˙‡†˙ÓÏˆÓ†Æ˙ÂÈÊÎ¯ÓÂ
ÆÔÂ·˙‰Ï†È„Î
ÌÈÈÁ‰†·Á¯Ó†È·‰Â†‰¯ÈÓÒ†Ï˘†‰ÈÓÂÏÈˆ·
ÔÓÂÒÓ† È˙„‰Â† ÈËÈÏÂÙ‰† ¨È¯Â·Èˆ‰† ¨È˙È·‰
Ô‰† Æ„È˜Ù˙·† „ÈÓ˙† ÌÈ˘‰† Â·˘† ·Á¯ÓÎ
˙ÂÚÈÓÂ†‰¯Â˘·†˙Â„ÓÂÚ†¨‰Â˙Á·†˙ÂÓÏÂˆÓ
˙‡†˙ÂÙÈ˜Ó†Ô‰˘†Â‡†¨‰·‰‡†¯È˘†ÔÂ‚ÈÏ†¯
˘˜·Ï†ÌÈ‡·˘†Ô˙Á‰†È·Â¯˜Ï†‰ÎÁÓ‰†‰ÏÎ‰
˙ˆÂ·˜†ÔÓÊ·†Â·Â†‰ÎÈÓ˙‰†˙ˆÂ·˜†Ô‰†Æ‰„È†˙‡
¨È¯Â·Èˆ†¨ÈËÈÏÂÙ†¨È˙„†„È˜Ù˙†Â‰Ê†ÆÁÂ˜ÈÙ‰
‡È‰†¯˘‡Î†Ì‚†ÆÌÈÈ˜‰†˙‡†ÍÈ˘Ó‰Ï†Â˙ÈÏÎ˙˘
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‡ÏÏ†Ô˙Â‡†˙··ÂÒ†¨ÔÎÂ˙·†˙ÚÏ·†‡È‰†∫ÛÂ‰Ó
¨¯·Ú†¨Ô˙È‡†„ÁÈ†¨‰ÓˆÚ†ÏÚ†˙Ï·˜ÓÂ†¨‰ÁÂÓ
ÆÌÈÙ˙Â˘Ó†„È˙ÚÂ†‰ÂÂ‰
‰Â·†˙ÈÓ‡‰†¨‰ÎÂ¯Ú˙·†„ÈÁÈ†Ú·ˆ†ÌÂÏÈˆ·
Ì‡‰† ˙·˘ÂÈ† ‰˙È·† ÔÂÏÒ·† ∫ÌÈË·Ó† ˙˘¯
„È˙Ú‰†˙ÂÏÂÏÎ†ÌÂÈÏ†ÊÓ¯†¨Ô·Ï†„·†˙¯ÙÂ˙Â
˙Â·‰† ˙Á‡† ˙·˘ÂÈ† ‰ÙÒ‰† ÏÚ† ¨‡Â·Ï
¯ÂÁ‡Ó†¯È˜‰†ÏÚÂ†¨‰‡¯Ó·†‰ÓˆÚ·†˙Â·˙ÓÂ
˙Â·Ó† ˙Á‡† Ï˘† ˙ÂÏÂÏÎ‰† ÌÂÈ† ˙ÂÓ˙
Â·˘†˘ÏÂ˘Ó†¯ˆÂ†ÌÈ˘‰†˘ÂÏ˘†ÔÈ·†Æ‰ÁÙ˘Ó‰
¯·Ú·†‰˙È‰†Â‡†„È˙Ú·†‰È‰˙†Ô‰Ó†˙Á‡†ÏÎ
ıÂÁÓ†˙ÈÓ‡‰†ÆÔ˙·ØÔ˙ÂÁ‡†Ï˘†ÌÂÏÈˆ‰†‡˘Â
Ë·Ó‰†Ï·‡†‰È„ÚÏ·†ÌÈÈ˜†˘ÏÂ˘Ó‰†¨ÌÈÈ¯ÙÏ
‡È‰†ÆÂ˙Â‡†Ì˜ÓÓ†¨Â˙Â‡†ÔÓÒÓ˘†‰Ê†‡Â‰†‰Ï˘
ÔÂÂ‚Ó†ÏÈÎÓ‰†ÌÂÈ˜†·Á¯Ó†—†‰È¯ÂËÈ¯Ë†˙ÓÒÓ
ÆË·Ó†˙Â„Â˜Â†ÌÈÓÂ˜ÈÓ
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È·‰Â†‰¯ÈÓÒ††È„Ó†˜ÂÁ¯†‡Â‰˘†ÌÂ˜Ó†ÔÈ‡

„È˜Ù˙·†„ÈÓ˙†ÌÈ˘‰†Â·˘†·Á¯ÓÎ†ÔÓÂÒÓ†È˙„‰Â†ÈËÈÏÂÙ‰†¨È¯Â·Èˆ‰†¨È˙È·‰†ÌÈÈÁ‰†·Á¯Ó

The domestic, public, political and religious living space is signified as a space
where the women are always ‘on duty.’

There is No Such Place as Far Away Samira Wahbi

There is No Such Place as Far Away Samira Wahbi
amira Wahbi photographs women. She knows
most of them since they are either family
members or neighbors from Dalyat al
Carmel where she resides. She
photographs every day, as a chronicle of
female existence. Not the chronicles of a
dominated periphery or margins, but
rather that of a substantial center. She
photographs that which is closest to her,
drawing away in order to observe.
In Wahbi’s photographs, the domestic,
public, political and religious living space
is signified as a space where the women are
always ‘on duty.’ They are depicted at a
wedding, standing in line, waving a candle
to the tune of a love song, or surrounding
the bride-to-be awaiting the groom’s
family members coming to ask for her
hand. They are at once a support group
and a control group. It is a religious,
political, public role designed to sustain
the existent. Even when she photographs
in Druse pilgrimage sites, the religious-

political-male site is portrayed as a female
locus. However, this is not an appropriation of a male-political-religious realm by
a female eye in the tradition of feminist
photography. Before the women go in to
pray, the men leave the grave and clear the
place for female presence. This is not a
division into a “men’s gallery” and
“women’s gallery” as in an orthodox Jewish
synagogue, but rather an indication of the
intricacy of parallel existence, life in a
space that is at once entirely male and
entirely female.
Wahbi outlines for herself a twofold
position. The point of view assumed by
her camera lies on the borderline inbetween inside and outside; a point of view
which at once originates in her and
contains her. She documents the prayer
and takes part in it at one and the same
time. She wanders among these women
with whom she is so familiar. Despite the
camera she directs at them, she herself is

transparent, a part of the place, a part of
the landscape; she is absorbed amongst
them, restlessly encircling them, taking
upon herself, along with them, a shared
past, present and future.
In a single color photograph
incorporated in the show, the artist
constructs a network of gazes: the mother
is seen sitting in the living room, sewing a
white fabric, an allusion to the coming
wedding day. Sitting on the sofa is one of
the girls, observing herself in the mirror;
on the wall behind her is a wedding picture
of one of the family girls. A triangle is
created between the three women, where
each will either be in the future or has
already been the subject of their
sister/daughter picture. The artist is
outside the frame; the triangle exists
without her, yet it is her that outlines and
positions it. She marks a territory – a living
space that embraces a spectrum of locations
and viewpoints.
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the show, the artist constructs a network of
gazes: the mother is seen sewing a white
fabric, an allusion to the coming wedding day.
Sitting on the sofa is one of the girls, observing
herself in the mirror; on the wall behind her
is a wedding picture of another daughter.

˙Á˙ÂÓ†˙ÈÓ‡‰†¨‰ÎÂ¯Ú˙·†„ÈÁÈ†Ú·ˆ†ÌÂÏÈˆ·
¨Ô·Ï†„·†˙¯ÙÂ˙Â†˙·˘ÂÈ†Ì‡‰†∫ÌÈË·Ó†˙˘¯
‰ÙÒ‰†ÏÚ†¨‡Â·Ï†„È˙Ú‰†˙ÂÏÂÏÎ†ÌÂÈÏ†ÊÓ¯
‰ÓˆÚ·†˙Â·˙ÓÂ†˙Â·‰†˙Á‡†˙·˘ÂÈ
ÌÂÈ†˙ÂÓ˙†¯ÂÁ‡Ó†¯È˜‰†ÏÚÂ†¨‰‡¯Ó·
Æ˙¯Á‡†˙·†Ï˘†˙ÂÏÂÏÎ‰
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In a single color photograph incorporated in

Ï˘†Ï‚¯Ï–‰ÈÈÏÚ†È¯˙‡·†˙ÓÏˆÓ†‡È‰†¯˘‡Î†Ì‚
ÈËÈÏÂÙ‰–È¯·‚‰–È˙„‰†¯˙‡‰†¨˙ÈÊÂ¯„‰†˙„‰
ÆÈ˘†¯˙‡Î†ÌÏÂˆÓ

Even when she photographs in Druse
pilgrimage sites, the religious-politicalmale site is portrayed as a female locus.

